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Abstract- VANETs have risen with an exciting application and research area. Progressively vehicles 

are equipped with processing, embedded sensors, and wireless communications. This has untied an 

innumerable amount of possibilities for potential and powerful applications on efficiency, safety, 

comfort, collaboration and participation of public while travelling on road. Even though, it is 

considered as unique case of MANET, constrained vehicles mobility brings novel data 

communication challenges and application design in VANET. This is based on its intermittent and 

highly dynamic connected topology and diverse application requirements. In this paper, an extensive 

survey on VANETs spotlighting on application and communication challenges are discussed. A 

detailed discussion of diverse categories of VANET applications and open research problems to 

persuade new design of VANET is provided.  

Keywords: Vehicular Networks, embedded sensors, wireless communication, processor. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Communication and Information technology are driving force for certain innovations in various real 

time applications. For the last two decades, mobile communications allows us to exchange data, 

anywhere at any time. The utilization of mobile communications systems in vehicles is expected to be 

effectual in recent years [1]. This novel paradigm of sharing information amongst infrastructure and 

vehicles will facilitate diverse applications for traffic efficiency, safety, infotainment, driver 

assistance, and urban sensing, to be integrated with the vehicle designs. These applications turns to 

reality when emerging vehicular networks in vehicle-to-vehicle, intra-vehicle, and vehicle-to-

infrastructure communications forms are extensively available. This is a case also in telecom, 

industry, and network operators, governments, or academia, worldwide are devoting resources on 

vehicular networks deployment form more protected transportation infrastructure.  
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Advances in communication and information technology, networked vehicle idea received huge 

attention all over world. Secure transportation means to offer information about accidents, traffic 

jams, road conditions, weather conditions, and facilitated locations (e.g., gas stations and restaurants); 

reduced congestion and pollution, lower vehicle operating costs, an increased road network capacity, 

improved management, efficient logistics, and control of road network, and increased efficiency of 

public transport systems. Vehicles are used to collect, analyze and share knowledge based on Internet 

of Things (IoT) in applications like civilian surveillance, roads and traffic planning, pollution control,  

and others urban-aware applications [2]. At last, to provide tourist/advertising information, Internet 

access, guidance to follow people each other on road, social media on road, games, and file 

downloads, and social applications. These applications are examples of Intelligent Transportation 

System (ITS), whose target is to enhance efficiency, safety, urban awareness and transportation 

systems through new technologies for communication and information. 

A significant ITS component is vehicular communication network (VANET) that facilitates 

information exchange between vehicles. VANET is a special case equipped with wireless and 

processing facilities for spontaneous network availability while moving in roads. Direct wireless 

communication make it possible to transfer data even when there is no possible communication 

infrastructure [vehicle to vehicle], like base stations or wireless access points. VANET is a step 

towards intelligent transportation systems realization. Huge car manufacturers supplies vehicles with 

wireless communication devices and onboard computing, navigation systems (e.g., GPS and Galileo) 

and in-car sensors, for deployment of vehicular networks. Utilizing diverse cameras, sensors, 

communication and computing capabilities, vehicles interpret and collect information with purpose of 

helping driver to make decision, specifically in driver assistance systems.  

There is a huge support from academia, industry, and standardization agencies to extend prototypes 

and standards for vehicular networks [3]. There are numerous investigations addressing diverse 

aspects of VANET, like: communication, applications, routing protocols, security, cloud computing in 

VANETs, and common aspects. This survey offers comprehensive outline on state of the art of data 

communication and applications in VANETs. In addition, certain challenges relating to vehicular 

networks are discussed to assist for new researches.  

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents more characteristics of VANETs. Section 3 

discusses applications for vehicular networks. Section 4 debates challenges for VANETs. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes this work. 

 

II. VANET BACKGROUND 

Advancement in mobile communications and present trends in ad hoc networks permits diverse 

deployment architectures for VANET in urban, highways, and rural environments to assist numerous 

applications with various QoS requirements. 

The aim of VANET architecture [4] is to permit communication between nearby vehicles and vehicles 

and fixed roadside equipments leading to subsequent three possibilities: 

 Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) network: permits direct vehicular communication devoid of relying 

on fixed infrastructure and can be essentially employed for security, safety, and dissemination 

applications;  

 Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) network: permits vehicle to communicate with roadside 

infrastructure essentially for data gathering and information applications;  
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 Hybrid architecture: merges both Vehicle-to Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle 

(V2V). In this situation, vehicle can broadcast with roadside infrastructure either in single hop 

or multi-hop fashion, based on distance, i.e., if it can or cannot access directly roadside unit. It 

permits long distance connection to Internet or to vehicles far away. 

VANET has several features of MANET and presenting certain similar features, like short 

transmission range, low bandwidth, and omni-directional broadcast:  

 Highly dynamic topology: VANET is extremely dynamic owing to two reasons: vehicles 

speed and radio propagation characteristics. Vehicles have high relative velocities of about 50 

km/h to more than 100 km/h in highways. They may also move at diverse directions. Thus, 

vehicles can rapidly join or leave network in extremely short period of time, fast topology 

changes and leading to frequent.  

 Frequently disconnected: highly dynamic topology outcomes in subsequent changes in its 

connectivity, thus link amongst two vehicles can rapidly disappear when they are 

broadcasting information;  

 Geographical communication: vehicles depend on geographical location. This varies from 

other networks where target vehicle or target vehicles groups by ID or group ID;  

 Constrained mobility and prediction: VANETs offer highly dynamic topology, however 

vehicles typically follow certain mobility pattern constrained by streets, roads, traffic lights, 

highways, traffic conditions, speed limit, and drivers’ driving behaviours. Therefore, given 

mobility pattern, future vehicle position is more viable to be forecasted.  

 Propagation model: usually, VANETs work in three environments: rural, highway, and city 

[5]. In highway, propagation model is typically to be free-space, but signal can endure 

interference by reflection with panels around roads. In city, its surroundings make 

communication complex owing to presence of trees, buildings, and other objects, acting as 

signal propagation obstacles. Certain obstacles lead multi-path, shadowing, and fading 

effects.  

Typically, propagation is assumed to not be free-space based on these communication environment 

characteristics. In rural environments, based on complex topographic forms (hills, fields, dense 

forests, climbs, etc.), it is significant to consider signal reflection and signal attenuation. As a result, 

free-space model is not suitable. Propagation model in VANET should consider potential interference 

of wireless communication effects from other vehicles and largely deployed access point’s existence. 

 

III. VANET APPLICATIONS 

Safety and efficiency are two significant requirements that can be utilized to categorize VANET 

applications sourced on primary purpose. Nevertheless, safety and efficiency are not entirely 

separated from each other. On contrary, these aspects should be measured together in VANET 

applications design [6]. For example, an accident or an engine failure relating two or more vehicles 

causes traffic jam. Message reporting this event notifies safety warning for drivers nearby to increase 

awareness. The same message triggers an alternative route computation for vehicle that planned to 

pass via accident location, but it is not close to the point. Goal is to enhance transport effectiveness for 

individual vehicles.  

In addition, based on diverse factors like significance of accident location transport system may 

calculate and imply alternative routes to huge vehicle set considering broader view of traffic demands 
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to reduce this events impact to regions not close to accident. The goal is to enhance overall transport 

effectiveness. An early event notification can assist passenger or driver to decide to acquire diverse 

route, utilize diverse transport or even stay at present location in serious traffic crisis. An additional 

target is to offer individual with useful information in planning of an activity associated to transport 

scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Flow diagram of VANET application classification 

VANET applications will observe diverse data types like surrounding roads, vehicle conditions, 

vehicles approaching, road surface and weather conditions to make the more secure infrastructure and 

more proficient. Once data is obtainable, vehicles will broadcast through wireless communication 

networks between other vehicles exchanging appropriate information for diverse purposes. Designing 

a deployment replica to assist both safety and non-safety applications on Vehicle Infrastructure 

Integration Network, with the research community looking for significant protocol design and 

vehicular communication usage based on various Traffic Management applications as in figure 1. 

i. Safety Based Applications 

The primary aim of safety applications in VANETs is to evade and diminish road accidents. This is an 

application category sensitive to delay. Safety based applications forms three foremost classes: 

information (work zone information, speed limit and so on), assistance (cooperative collision 

avoidance [12], navigation, and lane assistance), and warning (obstacle, post crash, or road condition 

warnings). They require direct communication because of critical-delay nature. Therefore, to reduce 

delay, this application utilizes vehicle-to-vehicle communication. In case of collision occurs there are 

two crises to be dealt with: accident location and approaching vehicles itself. Simple applications such 

as transmitting emergency notifications to call centre that forwards notification to emergency 

responders. When an accident occurs, an event (e.g., release of an airbag) triggers notification to 

transmit emergency messages to emergency responders nearby. These notifications carry position 

offered by GPS-enabled device [7]. For future applications, based on distance to accident occurred, 

this application warn driver or automatically break vehicle (e.g. emergency breaking) when distance 

reduces under specific limit. It is extremely desirable to attain emergency streaming to assist 

emergency responders. The application monitor post-collision scenario also. Once an accident 

occurred, application should identify alternative routes to individual or vehicle flows or large vehicles 

set, based on accident location, and other factors. Safety application must be designed to perform 

early warnings and avoid accident from happening. 

Another advanced instance is cooperative driver assistance scheme; it exploits sensor data exchange 

or other information between cars about the status. The plan is to widen perception range of driver 

beyond his vision field and to help driver using autonomous assistance applications. By transmitting 

data to cars coming on same road, drivers are provided with notification about obstacles, hazards, or 

Traffic Management Applications 

Safety Applications Efficiency Applications Comfort Applications 
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traffic flow ahead, that helps in proficient and safe driving [11]. Certain applications are applicable 

only if VANET penetrated cars are high enough. 

ii. Efficiency Based Applications  

This is a category to improve their mobility within public roads. Here, most applications needs greater 

availability, as the driver’s require information to make decisions while travelling, to have secure 

transportation. Usually, communication pattern happens between vehicles and from vehicles to RSU. 

These applications are classified in two ways: applications to manage intersections and crossroads, 

and applications to diminish and evade traffic jams. 

a. Crossroads & intersections 

Traffic management and control is a significant research field that benefits VANETs. For example, 

vehicles passing near intersections should go carefully as there are two or more traffic flows 

converge, and collision possibility enhances. Virtual traffic lights manage and control traffic flow. 

Another safety application is to warn drivers at impending collision, is to take necessary actions to 

avoid it. In either application, there are basic requirements to be encountered, associated with 

distributed processing and real-time constraints. 

b. Congestion management  

Road congestion management offer drivers the finest routes to destinations and determine superior 

time schedules for traffic lights along the entire routes. The aim is to reduce congestion on roads and 

to maintain smooth traffic flow. This can increase road capacity and avoid traffic jams potentially. 

iii. Comfort Based Applications 

Here, drivers receive information through vehicular services that helps driver more comfortable and 

enjoyable. Typical application requirements are availability and reliability [8] offering information in 

right moment. Such application consists of: gas station, weather information, or restaurant location, 

tourist information, city leisure information, information on parking, road charging, international 

service handover, route navigation and announcements or advertisements of location-based sales 

information. Communication will occur among vehicles and RSU, with no demand for bandwidth. 

Table I shows the comparison of VANET applications. 

a. Interactive Entertainment 

Aims to deliver and distribute entertainment related data to passengers and drivers, this application 

contains features like availability and connectivity. Therefore, communication occurs directly 

between vehicles or amongst vehicles and RSU. The challenge here is to maintain information up-to-

date, considering mobility and dynamics of vehicles [9]. Synchronization amongst vehicles and 

servers turns to be a challenge. Examples are: Distributed games, Internet access, chats, home control, 

microblogs, music downloads, file sharing, web browsing, etc. In future, passengers will have 

interacting opportunity with passengers of nearby vehicles or with people anywhere through games, 

messaging services, and even videoconference. 

b. Urban Sensing 

 VANET is a network paradigm for urban monitoring and sharing data to other network. Vehicular 

networks are used for monitoring environmental conditions effectively and social activities in urban 
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areas. These applications become potentialized when smart phone came into existence with VANET 

sensors. The design of Vehicular Sensor Network initiates challenging issues, which are different 

from conventional wireless sensor networks, thus offering innovative solutions. This is an effectual 

research area as vehicles are not affected by energy and other restrictions. Vehicles can be equipped 

with processing units, navigation systems, diverse wireless communication devices, and sensing 

devices like vibration/acoustic sensors, chemical detectors, and still/video cameras. The vehicular 

combination and sensor networks offers numerous opportunity for large-scale applications in 

VANETs ranging from traffic routing, distributed surveillance relief to environmental monitoring, and 

mobile social networks. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES 

This segment explains about challenges and certain future perspective consideration to design novel 

efficient communication methods that are as follows: 

i. Heterogeneous vehicular networks  

Numerous non-interoperable wireless networking technologies are emerged from rapid availability 

and development of mobile computing systems [10]. As an outcome, seamless connectivity provision 

across diverse wireless networking technologies under time-varying network topology. Thus, next 

generation ITS reflects holistic approach for network solutions. This requires support to coexistence 

of diverse wireless networks to offer universal access and ubiquitous to broadband services 

ii. Data management & storage 

 To have large vehicular networks scale with millions of vehicles, that will offer huge amounts of 

distributed data that must be stored and distributed across VANETs. Owing to this feature, massive 

scale, both in network size and amount of data produced, as well as inherent dynamic properties of 

VANETs; pose unique challenges to data management. 

iii. Localization  

Basic security applications in VANETs require more solid and high precise restriction frameworks. A 

characteristic arrangement of a confinement framework for VANETs is to install a route device in 

every vehicle. Yet, satellite based frameworks (e.g., GPS, Galileo) present some undesired issues, for 

example, not continually being accessible (e.g., gathering issues in passages caused by absence of 

signs or on extensions because of vehicle position imprecision: over or under scaffold). Besides, 

satellite-based frameworks are helpless against few kinds of assaults, for example, caricaturing and 

blocking. It has a confinement mistake of 10 to 30 m, which does not fulfil the prerequisites of basic 

applications for VANETs and suggests the requirement for other limitation systems.  

Various restriction systems have been proposed for registering the situation of portable hubs, in 

particular Map Matching, Dead Reckoning, Cellular Localization, Image/Video Processing, 

Localization Services, Differential GPS strategy, and Relative Distributed Ad Hoc Localization. 

Every one of these strategies have drawbacks, however no single method can fulfil every one of the 

prerequisites of basic applications in the meantime, for example, accessibility anyplace and whenever, 

with high exactness and solid position calculation. A solid and pervasive limitation framework to be 

utilized by vehicles in a VANET for basic security and crisis applications will probably be given by a 

blend of various methods and information combination. Be that as it may, one of a kind attributes of 
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VANETs, for example, versatility limitations characterized by open streets, driver practices, and rapid 

of vehicles cause a ton of changes in the system topology, which prompt the scattering of an obsolete 

position data. In addition, a few answers for increment the signal recurrence produce a superfluous 

overhead, ruining the transmission of other information. Therefore, the investigation of models to 

foresee the situation of vehicles amid the time turns into a decent option in the restriction frameworks 

iv. Security & privacy 

A few network security issues look like traditional remote systems. In any case, security challenges in 

VANETs are characteristic and one of a kind because of network size, topology changes, high 

portability, and the distinctive classes of services and applications, with clashing necessities that will 

be offered to such systems. Other than those difficulties, there is an exchange off among confirmation 

and non-denial versus protection. Another real issue is to keep attackers from meddling with both 

exchanged messages and accessibility of system. A few qualities of VANETs present difficulties to 

meet security necessities, which request novel protocol solution with some attributes: low overhead 

because of time affectability, least hop correspondence among hubs, pre-stored data about part 

directing nodes and optimized data dissemination solutions. Existing outcomes tending to issue of 

security in VANETs, new secure communication protocols must be examined considering the 

attributes of heterogeneous vehicular systems. 

v. Disruptive tolerant  

Current issues, for example, higher delay and lower reliability delivery, are more consistent in sparse 

systems. To build delivery reliability, a few arrangements make utilization of carry-and-forward 

procedure, which additionally expanding information delivery time. Those issues might be 

tackled/limited investigating new data communication approaches for Heterogeneous Vehicular 

Networks. As another option, the driver's conduct can be considered to enhance carry-and-forward 

strategy and lessen data conveyance time. 

vi. Geographical addressing  

The physical position of vehicle or its geographic locale is essential for some applications to perform 

data communication, which requires topographical location. Three geological families are exhibited: 

GPS-multicast solution, application layer solutions and Unicast IP routing out to manage GPS 

addresses. Therefore, given vehicles' portability pattern and drivers' behaviour, following and 

organizing topographical delivers to anticipate the future position of vehicle is an issue that is 

challenging. 

vii. Target tracking  

Communication is a crucial perspective in any system and, in VANETs, relies upon physical vehicles 

location. However, an objective is a functionality of VANETs for communication protocols and 

applications and services that can profit by this sort of information. Tracking needs making a system 

to recognize node path in the network and anticipate next position. Privacy issues must be seen in the 

devised solutions. 

viii. Protocols  

VANETs can be included distinctive sorts of vehicles, for example, trucks, autos, cable cars, 

transports, taxis motorbikes and bikes. In this situation, it is vital that every one of them can impart 
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among themselves utilizing same protocol. This can be achieved in case of standardization effort 

involving government, industry, and academia. 

ix. Network cooperation  

This scenario expects drivers and travellers to interact with individuals, applications and services in 

different systems. This participation can be valuable to give a decent support of client, similar to data 

about traffic conditions, climate, and routes. This data can be obtained through interactions with 

sensor systems, Internet, and different services. 

x. Network density  

In urban situations, VANET topology can have several vehicles in small region. For this situation, it is 

important to design protocols for medium access control to evade transmission errors and collision. 

Moreover, in highway environment the topology is sparser and network is more irregular. This 

situation proposes the need of protocol aware of these disconnections. Additionally, vehicles that 

movement in the two situations need to adjust their behaviour to network density variations with end 

goal to offer efficient data transfer. 

xi. Fragmentation  

Network fragmentation is challenging for network designers as it makes a portion of nodes to 

inaccessible. Network fragmentation occurs in light traffic. Likewise, it is normal that initial 

deployment of VANET radios, in which small percentage of vehicles will be furnished with handsets, 

will prompt regular Network fragmentation. Conventional protocol solutions, for example, those 

depending on topology data in node, are not appropriate for VANETs and new methodologies are 

required. Table II explains the various IoT based VANET technology comparison with its merits and 

demerits. 

Table I: Comparison table of VANET applications, properties, challenges 

S.NO APPLICATION PROPERTIES CHALLENGES EXAMPLES 

1 
Safety Reliability Reduce latency Photographs, road conditions, etc. 

2 
Efficiency Real-time and reliability Availability Of services Games; synchronous activities 

and other Internet activities. 

3 
Comfort Real time Support on-demand 

applications 

Free parking space; Music 

Downloads; Play videos. 

4 
Interactive 

Entertainment 

Data collection Security in data 

communication 

Collision alert; Intersection 

collision; pedestrian crossing 

warning; motorbike lane changing 

5 
Urban Sensing Unicast Communication Keep synchronization Traffic flow; road condition; 

dangers on the road 

 

Table II: Comparison of various IoT based VANET technology with its merits and demerits 

S.NO TECHNOLOGY MERITS DEMERITS 

1 Smart phones Similar to GPS Built in s/w element 
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2 GPS RSU to sense RFID tag Needs RS infrastructure 

3 Video image processor 

Observes multiple lanes, multiple zones 

Easy configuration 

Susceptible to poor illumination, 

increment weather  

4 Acoustic Passive detection 
Slow moving traffic, cold 

temperature, repeated start and stop 

5 Ultrasonic Detect over heighted vehicle 
Temperature gradient, Air 

turbulence 

6 Active infrared Measurement of vehicle speed and position Susceptible to fog 

7 Passive infrared Multi-zone sensor measure speed 
Passive sensor, Susceptible to fog, 

rain, snow 

8 Inductive loop Measure gap, volume, speed, accuracy 
Cannot detect stationary vehicles, 

Vehicles moves over sensors 

9 Micro-wave radar Measure speed and multiple operations 
Doppler sensors, cannot detect 

stationary vehicles 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

Wireless vehicular networking is key technology for future smart vehicles, ITS, and smart 

infrastructure. VANET comprised of vehicles equipped with self-organize and wireless 

communications, opens applications that have road travel safer, more, and more pleasant to users. In 

Several research institutions, automotive companies, and government organizations are currently 

involved in proposing, evaluating, creating, and engineering future VANET systems. These work 

discussions  are about the main characteristics of vehicular networks, applications and challenges in 

detail.  
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